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Why privacy labels?
■ Standardized format
■ Easily readable and 

understandable

Obligation of
Privacy Labels:

December, 2020
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Why privacy labels?
■ Standardized format
■ Easily readable and 

understandable

Obligation of
Privacy Labels:

April, 2022
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Two research questions

RQ1

Does the same iOS 
and Android app 
disclose the 
collection of 

identical info?

Can we trust in the 
privacy labels 
disclosures?

RQ2
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Methodology02
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Finding identical Android and iOS apps

■ Scraped published apps in 
App Store

■ Searched the app name in 
Google Play Store search bar

■ Downloaded apps’ logos and 
compared them using SSIM

■ Filter to those apps with
exactly the same privacy
policies

SSIM - Structural Similarity
Index Measure
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Practices

Data items

Privacy labels
mapping
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Results03
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Experiment numbers
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iOS apps looking for 
Android match

35K

Apps with identical 
privacy policy

1,423

iOS and 
Android apps 

duet

11K
With apps with 

privacy labels in 
both marketplaces

822
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Comparison between the number of Android (green) and iOS 
(blue) apps declaring the collection of each data type
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Number of apps disclosing a data item collection in the
privacy labels
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Comparing privacy 
labels and actual 

apps code
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Access to location data
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Precise and coarse location in Android apps code

● 560 apps source code
downloaded and 
decompiled

● Android manifests
checked looking for
request to location

● 44.3% apps declares 
access to location in 
Manifest. But None of
them disclose it in 
labels

● 54 apps accessing
location in the code. 
But None of them
disclose it in labels
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Conclusion04
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66,5%
Of matching Android and iOS apps show potential 

discrepancies in their labels
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3,2%
Out of 503 matching Android and iOS apps that

disclose collection agree in all the 12 mapped data 
items collected
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Lessons learnt05
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Discrepancies example
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Disclose collection of
Health info

NOT Disclose collection
of Health info
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§ Remarkable divergences between 
iOS and Android labels

§ Inconsistencies found in labels 
for the same Android and iOS 
apps

§ Static analysis shows app 
behavior can be misaligned with 
labels disclosures

What did we learn?
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CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, and 
includes icons by Flaticon and infographics & images by Freepik

Thanks!
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Contact us at: privacidad@autolistas.upm.es

https://bit.ly/3A1uf1Q
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

